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SELLlNG INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET 

HELMUT DIETL 

A bstract 

The Internet provides a new marketplace for the sale of information. Firms who want to 

make profits from selling information on the Internet must succeed in reducing quality 

uncertainty, restricting information resale, and finding optimal price-quality combinations. 

This article develops solutions to each of these three problems and compares the solutions with 

respect to their profit and welfare effects. 
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I . Introduction 

The Internet is the fastest growing medium of information transmission. If the current 

trend continues the Internet will overtake printing and television as the most important media 

for the sale of information. Firms who want to sell information on the Internet face a variety 

of problems. First of all, information producers have to overcome the information paradox 

(Shackle 1952, Arrow 1971): Consumers will not purchase information unless they can assess 

its value. In order to assess its value, consumers must know the information. Once they know 

the information, however, they do not want to purchase it anymore. 

Secondly, information producers have to find a way to restrict inforrnation resale and 

redistribution in order to be able to cover production costs. Unlike traditional goods, 

information can be consumed and resold or redistributed because it can be copied at zero cost 

and does not lose its value through consumption. Since resellers do not have to cover 
production costs they can resell information at discount prices. Information producers will be 

unable to earn profits unless information resale and redistribution are eifectively restricted. 

Finally, information producers have to find profit maximizing price-quality combinations 

for their products. Standard marketing models and pricing formulas will provide little 

assistance. These tools have been designed for the sale of standard economic goods. Informa-

tion distinguishes itself from standard economic goods by a set of unique characteristics. These 

characteristics cause specific problems for information producers who want to sell their 

product on the Internet. 

This article describes the problem of selling information on the Internet and suggests 
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various　soIutions．It　is　organized　as　fo1lows．Section2describes　the　unique　c11aracteristics　of

information　products．S㏄tion3compares　methods　of　reducing　quality　mcertainty．Section4

discusses　a1temative　methods　ofrestricting　infomati㎝resale　and正edisthbution．Section5

analyzes　the　impact　of　price－qua1ity　discrimination　on　the　infomation　producer’s　pro砒。

Section6conc1udes．

■．σ〃切εα〃oαθ沁此∫ψ1ψ7㎜α’o〃Goo必

　　　　Information　products　difer　from　standard　economic　products　in　many　ways．The

distinguishing　characteristics　of　info㎜ation　products　include　the　infomation　paradox　de－

scribed　in　the　Introduction，zero　margina1costs，and　non－rivalrous　consumption．

Zαo㎜〃g加ol　co∫工∫

　　　　The　cost　of　producing　information　and　se11ing　it　on　the　Intemet　does　not　depend　on

quantity．Marginal　costs　are　zero．The　costs　ofproviding　infomation　to　a　sing1e　customer　do

not　di伍er　from　the　costsofproviding　info㎜ation　toany　othermmber　ofconsumers．For　a

given　qua1ity　q，the　cost　function　reduces　to

（1）　Tota1Costs＝F

where　F　denotes　the　amount　of　ixed　costs．In　this　case，the　standard　pricing　fomula　of

choosing　a　phce　that　sets　marginal　reveme　equa1to　margina1cost　does　not　maximize　the丘rm’s

pront．Il1f囲ct，it　would　result　in　a　price　equa1to　zero　and　losses　equal　to　F．

　　　　As　a　result　of　this　cost　structure　the　e冊cient　mmber　of　information　providers　in　each

market　is　one．Situations　in　which　providers　share　an　information　market　are　inemcient，All

informatio11pmviders　wi1l　be　better　o症if　one　provider　buys　the　market　share　of　each　rival

provider　for　an　amount　x　which　is1arger　than　the　riva1’s　pro丘t　and　smal1er　than　the　rival，s

reVenueS．

　　　　Since　marginal　costs　are　zero　it　is　ine冊cient　to　exclude　anybody　who　values　the

information　from　consuming　it．This　creates　the　fo11owing　di1emma：in　order　to　avoid

Pareto－ine冊ciency　nobody　shal1be　excluded　from　consumption．If　nobody　shall　be　excluded

from　consumption　information　must　be　a　free　good．If　information　is　a　free　good，however，

information　producers　camot　cover　their　production　costs　F　and，therefore，wi11not　produce

the　information．

Wo肘加olro〃∫co〃∫〃㎜μゴoπ

　　　　The　use　of　information　by　one　consumer　does　not　a伍ect　the　amount　of　information

availab1e　to　other　consumers．Information，especia11y　if　provided　on　the　I1ltemet，can　be

consumedbyanunlimitednumberofconsumers．As1ongasinfomationdoesmtloseitsva1ue
through　consumption，it　can　be　consumedo〃resold．This　makes　it　impossib1e　for　information

producerstocovertheirproductioncostsF，Asaresult，themarketforinfomati㎝wi1lbreak
down．For　a　description　of　this　prob1em，consider　the　situation　depicted　in　Figure1．

　　　　If　the　producer　tdes　to　sell　its　information　at　a　price　p‡which　solves
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FIGURE1．INCENTIvES　F0R　INPORMATION　RESALE
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only　those　consumers　who　attribute　a　value　v≧p＊to　the　information　are　potentia1buyers．By

buying　the　infomation　they　wi1l　realize　an　aggregate　c㎝sumer　surplus　equa1to　the　upper

（1ight－shaded）triangle　ofコFigure1．

　　　　Ifthe　information　is　so1d　at　p‡there　are　strong　incentives　to　resel1it　at　a　price　pI　satisfying

O＜pI＜p㍉o　c㎝sumers　who　attributeavaluev　satisfyingp1≦v＜p“to　the　info㎜ation．By

resel1ing　the　information　at　a　price　pI　the　rese1ler　can　capture　some　of　the　remaining　consumer

su叩1us　represented　by　the　lower（dark－shaded）triang1e　in　Figure　l．Once　the　information　has

been　resold　at　a　price　pl　satisfying　O＜P1＜P“there　a1＝e　incentives　to　resel1it　again　at　a　price　p，

satisfying　O＜p！＜pl　to　consumers　who　attribute　a　value　v　satisfying　p。≦v＜pl　to　the　informa－

tion．This　process　wil1contime　until　the　resa1e　price　tends　towards　zero．Rational　consumers

wil1anticipate　this　process　and　refrain　from　buying　the　information　unti1the　resa1e　pHce　tends

towards　zero．Sin㏄resel1ers　can　always　resell　the　information　at　lower　prices　than　producers，

who　have　to　cover　production　costs　F，infomation　producers　will　be　unable　to　eam　positive

retums，The　market　for　Intemet　information　wi11break　down　un1ess　producers　can　nnd　a　way

to　restdct　infomation　resale．

皿。Rθ〃C加9ρ〃01妙ωCθ伽肋砂

　　　　In　order　to　estab1ish　a　market　for　infomation　on　the　Intemet，infomation　producers

must　overcome　the　infomation　paradox，i．e．they　have　to　reduce　the　qua1ity　uncertainty

associated　with　their　pmduct．The　quality　unc航ainty　of　information　o伍ered　on　the　Intemet

can　be　reduced　through　signa1ing，reputation，and　the　sa1e　of　byproducts、
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3.1 Signaling 

Signaling is a method of communicating information quality without revealing any 
information content. Instead of revealing their information, producers transmit a signal from 

which consumers can accurately deduce quality. Potential signals are prices, advertising, and 

warranties. 

Price 

Bagwell and Riordan (1991) have shown that high-quality producers can signal high 

quality by charging high prices if some consumers know the true quality. This high-price 

strategy works because the loss of sales volume resulting from a high-price strategy is more 

damaging to low-quality than to high-quality producers. If the price charged by high-quality 

producers is high enough it will not be profitable for low-quality producers to mimic high 

quality. 

In information markets, high prices may signal high quality even if all consumers are 

uninformed. Assume that there are two producers. The first produces high-, the second low-

FIGURE 2. SIGNALING QUALITY THROUGH PRICES 
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quality information. Since marginal costs are zero both producers are oligopolists. Consumers 

are willing to pay a higher price for high quality than for low quality. The respective demand 

functions are depicted in Figure 2(a). 

If consumers are uninformed about quality, Iow-quality producers will compete with 

high-quality producers for market share. Assuming that quality uncertainty does not affect the 

demand for low quality but reduces the demand for high quality by 50%, producers will face 

thepooled demand curve depicted in Figure 2(b). In this case, the profit maximizing price will 

be p*. Total revenue is represented by the shaded area A, with each producer's expected share 

equal to A/2. 

If the high-quality producer charges pH instead of p*, the low-quality producer can no 

longer benefit from mimicking high quality. If the low-quality producer mimics high quality by 

charging p~, its revenue will equal the shaded area B of Figure 2(c). This is exactly the same 

revenue the low-quality producer will earn by charging p*. If the low-quality producer charges 

pL, prices will signal quality and the pooled demand will be separated into high- and 

low-quality demand. The high-quality producer will benefit from this separation because its 

revenue will increase to an amount equal to the shaded area C in Figure 2(d). If the 
high-quality producer charges a price slightly higher than p~, the low-quality producer will no 

longer be indifferent about mimicking high quality and signaling low quality, but will strictly 

prefer to reveal true quality.' 

Ad vertising 

The idea that advertising may signal product quality has been introduced by Nelson 

(1974). He differentiates between search goods and experience goods. The quality of search 

goods can be verified by inspection. The quality of experience goods, on the other hand, can 

only be verified by using (experiencing) the goods. Ads for search goods are directly 

informative, because producers cannot benefit from misleading consumers about product 

quality. Producers may, however, benefit from misleading consumers about the quality of 

experience goods. As a result, ads for experience goods cannot directly inform consumers 

about product quality. These ads must convey information beyond their obvious informational 

content. 

Basically, information is a search good. Its quality can be assessed upon inspection. Due 

to the information paradox, however, information is transformed into an experience good. 

Producers do not allow consumers to inspect the information without buying it. Consequently, 

advertisements cannot directly inform consumers about product quality. Producers may 

benefit from misleading consumers about the quality of the oifered information. Ads can, 

however, inform consumers about the willingness of producers to incur advertising costs. If 

this willingness differs for high- and low-quality producers, advertising may be a credible signal 

of product quality. 

Consider the previous example of two oligopolists producing high and low quality, 
respectively, and consumers who are willing to pay a higher price for high quality than for low 

' The argumentation rests on the assumptions that ( I ) both producers credibly commit themselves not to reduce 

their prices and (2) the high-quality producer sets its price first. Then, the low-quality producer has no incentive 

to set its price above the high-quality producer's price given that the high-quality producer set a price of at least p~ 

because this would force the high-qua]ity producer to increase its price in response. 
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quality (as depicted in Figure 2(a)). If uninformed consumers reduce their demand for high 

quality to 50%, both producers will face the pooled demand depicted in Figure 2(b). If both 

charge the profit maximizing price p*, total revenue will be equal to the shaded area A, with 

each producer's expected revenue equal to A/2, Note that A/2 is both larger than B and 

smaller than C, the respective revenue of the low- and the high-quality producer in case of 

perfectly informed consumers. If the high-quality producer incurs advertising costs of at least 

A/2-B, the low-quality producer will no longer benefit from mimicking high quality. The 

benefits of mimicking high quality, an increase in revenue of A/2 -B, will be offset by the 

advertising costs of A/2-B. If the high-quality producer incurs advertising costs in excess of 

A/2-B, the low-quality producer will lose profits by mimicking high quality. As soon as the 

low-quality producer is deterred from mimicking high quality, the pooled market will be 

separated and the high-quality producer's revenue will increase from A/2 to C. Consequently, 

the high-quality producer will benefit from deterring the low-quality producer from mimicking 

high quality if the resulting advertising costs do not exceed C-A/2. 

Warranties 

Like prices and advertising costs, warranties can separate pooled markets based on 

cost-benefit differences between high- and low-quality producers (see e.g. Spence 1977). In 

addition, as Grossman (1981) has shown, warranties may reduce quality uncertainty in 

monopolistic markets where only a single seller offers a product whose quality cannot be 

assessed through inspection, a situation typical for many information markets. 

If consumers are risk averse and the seller is risk neutral, it is Pareto-optimal to sell the 

product with a full warranty. Knowing this, consumers will conclude that a seller who offers 

less than a full warranty tries to mislead them about product quality, because a seller would 

only offer less than a full warranty if it made him better off. But then, the oifer must make 

consumers worse off. 

Unfortunately, these arguments cannot be applied to information markets. Information 

cannot be repaired or replaced in the same way as physical goods, such as cars or refrigerators. 

Information is primarily used to make decisions. The quality of a decision depends on the 

quality of the information on which the decision is based. Bad information results in bad 

decisions. Whether information is good or bad usually becomes apparent only after a decision 

had been made and its consequences are felt. At this stage, it is of little help to replace or repair 

the bad information. The decision cannot be reversed. To undo the damage, the information 

producer has to compensate consumers based on the consequences of their bad decisions. Such 

compensation is impossible because of prohibitively high assessment costs. Consider, for 

example, an investment bank which offers to predict stock market movements. A money-back-

guarantee is not a credible signal of quality, because it will not deter low-quality producers 

from mimicking high quality. Offering full compensation of all potential losses, on the other 

hand, would transform the offer into a bet whose risk cannot be calculated by the investment 

bank. Information producers who want to signal high quality through warranties are con-

fronted with the following dilemma: Money-back-guarantees will not deter low-quality pro-

ducers from mimicking high quality. Additional guarantees, on the other hand, are too costly, 

because they put even a high-quality seller in the situation of a bookmaker offering non-

calculable one-sided bets. 
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肌晩7εψα∫
　　　　Signa1ing　may　have　positive　as　we11as　negative　welfare　e価ects．Positive　welfare　e伍ects　may

result　from　the　reduction　of　quality　unceれainty．If　this　reduction　leads　to　higher　demand　for

Intemet　info㎜ation，social　welfare　will　increase　because　the　marginal　cost　of　satisfying

additional　demand　for　Intemet　infomation　is　zer〇一Signaling　costs，㎝the　other　hand，

represent　a　welfare　loss．If　qua1ity　is　signaIed　through　prices　the　net　e伍ect　cannot　be　negative

because　signa1ing　costs　are　zero，Ads　and　warranties，on　the　other　hand，are　cost1y　signa1s．

Their　net　e伍ect　may　be　positive　or　negative．

3．2ReputatioI1

　　　　If　signa1ing　is　impossible，information　producers　may　reduce　qua1ity　uncertainty　by

bui1ding　a　reputation．Having　built　a　reputation，sel1ers　may　ofer　their　reputation　as　a　hostage

to　assure　consumers　that　the　ofered　infomation　is　of　high　qua1ity（see　Wil1iamson1983）一

Sin㏄producerswhoselllow－qua1ityinfomati㎝wil1losetheirreputation，theo丘eriscredible
if　the　value　of　the　reputation　exceeds　the　short－term　pronts　from　sel1ing　low　qua1ity．

　　　　In　order　to　bui1d　a　reputation，however，information　producers　have　to　incur　losses　when

they丘rst　enter　the　market．Since　they　do　not　have　a　reputation　at　that　stage，they　cannot

charge　high－quality　pri㏄s　for　their　info正mation　despite　the　fact　that　their　information　actually

is　of　high　qua1ity，0ften，they　have　to　provide　their　high－quality　information　for　free，because

consumers　wim　be　reluctant　to　purchase　information　from　newcomers．From　the　perspective　of

information　producers，reputation　is　an　e丘ective　yet　costly　instrument　for　reducing　qua1ity

uncertainty．From　a　social　perspective，the　cost　of　building　a　reputation，i，e．pro趾1osses，is

fu11y　compensated　by　gains　in　consumer　su叩1us．If　building　a　reputation　eventual1y　resu1ts　in

higher　profits，quality　reduction　through　reputation　will　lead　to　we1fare　gains．

3．3Se11img　ByprOducts

　　　　Companies　who　provide　information　on　the　Intemet　produce　attention　as　a　byproduct．

Attention　is　a　scarce　and　highly　valuable　product．Po1itical　parties　and　companies　afe　wi1ling

to　spend　huge　amounts　in　order　to　attract　attention．The　va1ue　of　attention　opens　new　doors

for　information　providers　to　escape　the　inherent　problem　ofquality　uncertainty　in　information

markets．Instead　of　se11ing　their　main　product，information，producers　may　be　better　of　by

sel1ingthehighlyva1uedbyproductofIntemetinfo㎜ation，attention．Thequalityofattention
can　easily　be　assessed　by　counting　the　hits　on　a　site．There　are　no　adverse　se1ection　or　moral

hazard1〕roblems　ofsemng　attention．The　information　producer　has　strong　incentives　to　attract

large　amounts　of　attention．Unlike　info㎜ation，attention　camot　be　resold．Info㎜ation

producers　may　even　built　a　reputation　for　providing　high－quality　information　when　se11ing

attention　instead　of　information．

　　　　Ifan　information　producer　is　better　ofby　se11ing　attention　instead　ofinformation，society

as　a　who1e　wi11a1so　be　better　of．A　producer　wi11se11attention　instead　of　information　on1y　if

the　pro趾s　from　sel1ing　attention　exceed　the　pm趾s　from　selling　information．Consumers　are

also　better　of　if　the　producer　decides　to　sell　attention　instead　of　information．If　consumer

su叩1us　decreased　as　a　result　of　the　ads　that　accompany　the　information，the　producer　could

increase　its　pro趾by　selling　attention　and　ad－free　info㎜ation．Then，c㎝sumers　have　the
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choice of buying ad-free information or consuming free but ad-accompanied information. 

IV. Restricting Information Resale and Redistribution 

In order to be able to earn profits from selling information or its byproduct, attention, on 

the Internet, information producers have to find a way to restrict information resale and 

redistribution. There are various methods of restricting information resale and redistribution. 

These methods include the definition of copyrights, incorporation, specificity, and depletion. 

4.1 Copyrights 

Copyrights restrict unauthorized resale and redistribution by legally transforming Inter-

net information from a public into a private good. Nevertheless, the restriction of unauthor-

ized resale and redistribution does not automatically establish a market for Internet informa-

tion. Copyrights restrict unauthorized resale and redistribution. They do not eliminate 

incentives for price discrimination. As shown in Figure 1, information producers have strong 

incentives to sell their information at a discounted price p* - d after they sold their informa-

tion at a profit-maximizing price p*. By selling the information at a discount, producers try to 

capture some part of the remaining consumer surplus represented by the dark-shaded triangle 

of Figure l. Since there will always remain an uncaptured consumer surplus as long as p* ~ 

d >0, this process will continue until the discounted resale price p* -d tends towards zero. If 

consumers will anticipate price discounts, however, the information producer cannot sell its 

product at p* nor at any discount p* -d >0. Again, the market will break down. 

In order to establish a market for Internet information, copyrights are not sufficient. 

Information producers must eliminate price discrimination. However, price discrimination 

cannot be eliminated in perfectly competitive information markets. In perfectly competitive 

information markets, each producer can increase its profit by offering price discounts. As a 

result, perfectly competitive information markets will break down. In monopolistic informa-

tion markets, on the other hand, producers will refrain from price discrimination in order to 

protect future rents. 

Despite resulting in monopolies, copyrights will make consumers and producers better off. 

Protected by copyrights, monopolists will sell their information at a profit maximizing price p* 

(see Figure l). Compared to a market breakdown, consumer surplus will increase from zero 

to an amount equal to the light-shaded triangle of Figure 1. Profits will increase from zero to 

an amount equal to the quadrangle (representing producer revenue) minus production costs F. 

Whether society as a whole will be better off depends on the costs of defining and enforcing 

copyrights. If these costs are lower than the sum of consumer surplus and producer profits, 

society as a whole will be better ofr. 

4.2 Depletion 

Information producers often protect themselves against unauthorized resale and redistri-

bution by producing depletive information. Basically, there are two forms of information 

depletion. The first kind of depletion is caused by usage. The second kind is caused by the 
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passage　of　time．

　　　　Investment　recommendations　provide　a　typical　examp1e　of　the丘rst　kind　of　information

dep1etion．Buy　or　sel1recommendations　suc㏄ssive1y1ose　their　value　as　investors．act　a㏄ording

to　the　recommendations　and　buy　or　sel1securities，Market　pHces　rapidly　inco叩orate　the

info㎜ation．As　soon　as　market　prices　have　adjusted　to　the　new　infomation　it　becomes

worthless．Weather　forecasts，on　the　other　hand，are　an　examp1e　of　time－based　infomati㎝

depletion．

　　　　Information　producers　can　protect　themse1ves　from　unauthorized　resale　without　relying

on　copyrights　if　any　resa1e　process　takes　longer　than　the　depletion　process．In　the　era　of

printing，for　examp1e，newspapers　could　eam1arge　pro行ts　on　sensational　headlines　without

relying　on　copyrights．In　the　era　of　the　Intemet，dep1etion　provides　no　protection　fmm

unauthorized　resa1e．The　instant　speed　of　the　Intemet　enables　competitors　to　rese11or

redistribute　information　that　is　not　protected　by　copyrights　at　discount　prices　before　its　va1ue

has　signiicant1y　decreased．

4．3IIlcorPoratiom

　　　　Information　resa1e　and　redistribution　can　be　restricted　by　incorporating　information　into

excludable　and　dep1etive　goods．After　incorporating　the　information　into　excludable　and

depletive　goods，these　goods　can　be　sold　at　pro丘t　maximizing　prices．However，this　method　wi11

only　be　e伍ective　ifthe　product　does　not　reveal　the　information．0therwise，competitors　can　se11

pmduct　imitations　at　lower　prices　because　they　do　not　have　to　incur　the　original　costs　of

production．

　　　　Leland　and　Pyle（1977）have　shown　how　commercia1banks　sell　their　screening　and

monitohng　info㎜ation　by　incorporating　it　into　bank　a㏄ounts．Commercia1banks　are

伺nancia1intemediaries　who　produce　investment　relevant　info㎜ati㎝by　screening　and

monitoring　lenders．As　a　resu1t　of　economies　of　scale，commercial　banks　produce　screening

and　monitoring　information　at　lower　costs　than　individual　lenders．The　non－exc1udable　and

non－dep1etive　character　of　this　information　prevents　commercial　banks　from　se11ing　their

information　directly　to　lenders．Instead，commercia1banks　incorporate　their　screening　and

monitoring　information　into　exc1udab1e　and　depletive　bank　a㏄ounts　and，in　tum，sel1these

bank　accounts　to　individua1lenders．

　　　　Information　incorporation　is　a　widely　used　method．Coca　Cola，for　examp1e，does　not　sel1

itssodaform1a，butsellssoftdrinksinstead．WarrenBu伍et　and　George　Soros　do　not　sell　their

investment　recommendations，but　are　seming　shares　of　Berkshire　Hathaway　and　Quantum

Fund．Commercial　banks，Coca　Cola，Warren　Bu伍et　and　George　Soros　are　all　su㏄essfully

incorporating　information　into　products　which　do　not　revea1the　information．Bank　accounts

do　not　revea1the　screening　and　monitoring　information　produced　by　commercial　banks．Coca

Cola’s　competitors　cannot　reconstruct　and　imitate　the　soda　formu1a　from　the　nna1product．

Ho1ding　companies　such　as　Berkshire　Hathaway　and　investment　funds　have　to　disc1ose　their

inancial　transactions．However，these　transactions　have　to　be　reported　periodically，not

instantaneously．This　time　lag　combined　with　the　high　vo1ati1ity　of　Onancia1markets　prec1udes

competitors　from　su㏄essfully　imitati㎎investment　gurus1ike　Warren　Bu伍et　and　George
Soros．

　　　　From　an　emciency　perspective，incorporation　is　Pareto－superior　in　comparison　to　copy一
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rights．Both　methods，incorporation　and　copy正ights，1ead　to　the　same1evel　of　consumer　su叩1us

and　pro丘ts．Contrary　to　copyrights，however，inc011⊇oration　achieves　this　result　without

incurring　any　additional　cOsts．

　　　　The　disadvantage　of　inco叩oration　as　a　method　of　se11ing　infomation　on　the　Intemet　is

itslimitationtosituationsinwhichtherespectiveinfo㎜ationcanbeembodiedintoexcludable
and　dep1etive　immateria1goods．Stocks，investment　fmds，and　bank　a㏄ounts，for　example，

can　e伍ectively　be　so1d　through　the　Intemet．Ifthe　respective　information　can　only　be　embodied

into　physical　goods　the　role　of　the　Intemet　will　be　reduced　to　an　advertising　medium．Soft

ddnks，for　example，can　on1y　be　advertised，but　not　be　distdbuted　through　the　Intemet．

4．4Speci丘dty

　　　　The　degree　ofinformation　specificity　k　can　be　measured　by　the　standardized　d冊erence　of

the　information　value　to　the　highest－va1uing（vl）and　the　second－highest　va1uing　consumer

（V・）．

（3）k＝（vI－v2）／v］

　　　　High1y－speci丘c　information（k＝1）has　a　resale　value　of　zero．0nly　one　consumer　va1ues

theinfomationandiswillingtopurchaseit．General（unspeci丘c）information（k＝0），onthe
other　hand，is　equa11y　va1ued　by　a　number　of　consumers．

　　　　Highly　specinc（k＝1）and　general（k＝0）info㎜ati㎝arethe　extremes　ofa　c㎝tinuum

ofdegreesofinfo㎜ationspecmcity．ThedangerofaproitthreateningresaleorredistHbuti㎝
increases　along　this　continuum．General　information　can　easi1y　be　resold　wllereas　high1y

spec冊c　information　has　a　resale　va1ue　of　zero．Consequently，information　producers　can

restrict　information　resale　and　redistribution　by　se11ing　speci丘c　information，Lawyers，psy－

chics，and　consultants　provide　examples．

　　　　From　an　e冊ciency　perspective，speciicity　is　comparab1e　to　incorporation．It　restricts

resale　without　imposing　additiona1costs　like　copyrights．Un1ike　incorporation，however，

speciicity　is　not　a　method　to　be　chosen　by　the　information　producer．It　is　an　intrinsic

characteristic　of　the　respective　information．

V．〃たθ一ρ〃o1妙1）ゴ∫c〃㎜ゴ〃αガo〃

　　　　Producingand　providinginfomationontheIntemetinvolveslargeeconomiesofscale．
Ma㎎ina1costs　are　zero．As　a　result，cost－based　pricing　formulas，such　as　phce　shou1d　equa1

margina1cost，are　inappropriate．Demand－based　pHcing　is　more　suitab1e．In　addition，o伍ehng

only　one　price－quality　combination　may　not　be　emcient．Price－qua1ity　discrimimtion　may

enhance　proms　and　consumer　su叩1us．

　　　　Subsection3．1analyzed　situations　in　which　high－qua1ity　producers　o伍er　a　d冊erent

price－quality　combination　than　low－qua1ity　producers　in　order　to　establish　a　fully　separating

signa1ingequilibrium，Thissectionfocusesonsituationsinwhichasingle丘mo症ersd冊erent
price－qua1ity　combinations　to　separate　consumers　according　to　their　willingness－to－pay．

　　　　Since　margina1costs　are　zero，an　infomation　provider　wi1l　try　to　maximize　pro肚by

maximizing　revenue．If　consumers　di伍er　with　respect　to　their　willingness－to－pay　for　the
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information, a revenue-maximizing strategy may involve price-quality discrimination. By 

offering different price-quality combinations, producers attempt to induce consumers to 

self-select by choosing the appropriate combination. Consumers with a high willingness-to-pay 

shall be induced to choose a high price-quality combination. Consumers with a low willingness-

to-pay shall select a low price-quality combination. 

Consider the following numerical example. There are N consumers which can be divided 

into two groups: a fraction a has a willingness-to-pay of 50-2q for information of quality 

q.2 The other fraction, ( I -a), has a willingness-to-pay of 40- 2q. For simplicity, the marginal 

cost of producing incremental quality shall be zero. The example can easily be modified for any 

non-constant cost of producing quality. 

If the producer could identify ex ante, i.e. before selling, to which group a consumer 

belongs, it would sell quality q~ = 25 at price p~ = 625 to the high-willingness-to-pay consumers 

and quality q*=20 at price p*=400 to the low-willingness-to-pay consumers.3 Total profits 

would amount to (400+ 225a)N-F. 
This kind of quality discrimination is hardly feasible when selling information on the 

Internet. The producer cannot identify ex ante to which group a consumer belongs. In this 

case, the producer can choose to produce quality q~=25 and sell it at price p~=625 to the 

high-willingness-to-pay consumers. This solution is Pareto-inefficient, because the producer 

and the low-willingness-to-pay consumers can be made better off by selling the same quality of 

information at a price 0< pL< 375 to the low-willingness-to-pay consumers. If the producer 

decides to sell the same quality of information at a lower price, however, the high-willingness-

to-pay consumers will no longer want to pay a price of 625. 

It seems as if the producer has only two choices: (1) restrict quality to q~= 25, sell it at 

pH= 625 to the high-willingness-to-pay consumers, and realize profits of 625aN-F or (2) sell 

quality q*=20 at price p*=400 to all consumers and realize profits of 400N-F. However, 
there is a third choice. The producer could discriminate between consumers on the basis of 

their price-quality preferences by offering price-quality combinations that induce consumers to 

self-select the offer designed for their respective group. Offering qH = 25 at p* = 625 and qL= 20 

at p*=400 does not fulfill the self-selection requirement because the high-willingness-to-pay 

consumers will select (qL, pL) instead of (qH, pH). In order to induce high-willingness-to-pay 

consumers to purchase q~ the producer has to reduce pH to 425. In this case, total profits will 

be (400+25a)N-F. 
The story does not end here. The producer may increase profits even further. By 

deliberately reducing the lower quality, the producer can increase the price charged for high 

quality information without hurting the self-selection constraints. A deliberate reduction of 

the lower quality from qL to a level qL' will reduce the surplus from sales to low-willingness-

to-pay consumers by [400 - 40qL' + (qL' )2] ( I -a)N and will increase the surplus from sales to 

high-willingness-to-pay consumers by (200- lOq*' )aN. If the producer, for example, deliber-

ately reduces the lower quality from 20 to 15 the price charged for high-quality information 

can be increased by 50 to 475 resulting in an increase in surplus of 50aN from sales to 

high-willingness-to-pay consumers. Low-willingness-to-pay consumers, on the other hand, will 

2 The willingness-to-pay is the derivative of the inverse demand function. 

3 The optimal levels of q are computed by setting the willlngness-to-pay function equal to zero and solving for 

q. The respective prices are computed by integrating the willingness-to-pay function. 
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demand a quality-induced price reduction of 25 to 375 resulting in a decrease in surplus of 25 

(1 -a)N. The net eifect of this deliberate quality reduction is 25(3a - 1)N, In our example, 
the profit maximizing level of qL' is 20 - 5a/( I -a) if O~a ~4( I -a) and O if a >4( I -a) , In 

the latter case, the net eifect of a deliberate quality reduction is negative and the producer is 

better off by restricting quality to qH=25. 

The Internet provides many opportunities for price-quality discrimination. WWQuote', 

for example, offers three price-quality combinations. Investor Premium is the high price-

quality package. It is oifered at $35.95/month and includes, among others, dynamically 

updated real-time stock quotes, real-time charting, and real-time company news. Investor 

Select is the medium package. It is offered at $26.95/month and includes, among others, 

dynamically updated real-time stock quotes and 15 min. delayed charting. Investor Basic is the 

low price-quality package offlered at $10.00/month and including, among others, dynamically 

updated delayed ( 15 - 20 min.) stock quotes. ESPN5 provides its insider accounts giving access 

to insider and background information at $39.95/year. Daily sports information accompanied 

by commercial links is provided at no charge. 

The last example shows that information providers may combine the strategies of 
price-quality discrimination and selling byproducts. In our numerical example, this combined 
strategy results in higher profits if there is a quality level qL" at which the sum of ( I ) the value 

of the attention attracted by providing information of quality qL" at pnce p " O and (2) the 

revenue from selling quality qH" at price pH" = 625 - 50qL" + (qL" )2 to the high-willingness-to-

pay consumers is larger than total revenue under pure price-quality discrimination. 

Internet technology enables producers to fine-tune the quality level of their information 

and the value of the resulting attention. Commercial links, for example, may be programmed 

to unfold on the screen before the actual information. This intentional delay, which is 

commonly used, has several eifects. Its direct effects are higher attention and lower quality that 

may, as an indirect effect, result in lower attention. The optimal level of delay depends on the 

size of these effects. 

Deneckere and McAfee (1996) and Varian (1997) have shown that pure price-quality 
discrimination does not only increase profits, but may also be Pareto-efficient. This result is 

counterintuitive, because one would expect that a deliberate reduction in quality resulted in 

welfare losses. However, this is not necessarily so. High-willingness-to-pay consumers will 

always be served. As a consequence, price-quality decisions only affect the distribution of the 

resulting social surplus from serving high-willingness-to-pay consumers. If only the high-

willingness-to-pay consumers were served under flat pricing, the entire surplus from serving 

high-willingness-to-pay consumers would be captured by the producer. Pure price discrimina-

tion, in comparison, will transfer parts of this surplus from the producer to the high-

willingness-to-pay consumers. The producer will be compensated by additional profits from 

serving low-willingness-to-pay consumers. Since low-willingness-to-pay consumers end up with 

zero surplus, the additional profits from serving low-willingness-to-pay consumers represent 

the welfare gain of pure price-quality discrimination compared to a fiat pricing strategy which 

serves only high-willingness-to-pay consumers. 

If all consumers were served under a fiat pricing strategy, the welfare effect of pure 

4 http://www.wwquote.com as of September 1998. 

s http://espn,com as of September 1998. 
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price-quality discrimination is ambiguous. Deneckere and McAfee (1996) and Varian ( 1997) 

provide conditions under which pure price-quality discrimination results in welfare gains. 

A combined strategy of price-quality discrimination and selling byproducts enhances 

social welfare in comparison to pure price-quality discrimination and in comparison to flat 

pricing strategies which serve only high-willingness-to-pay consumers. A combined strategy 

assures that low-willingness-to-pay consumers are served and creates additional social surplus 

from the production and sale of attention. Under a combined strategy, even low-willingness-

to-pay consumers may capture parts of the social surplus. Of course, their surplus is offset by 

lower profits on the part of the producer. The producer compensates this loss by additional 

profits from selling attention. 

Compared to a flat pricing strategy which serves all consumers, the combined strategy 

may or may not be Pareto-efficient. However, it will always do better in comparison to a fiat 

price strategy which serves all consumers than a pure price-quality discrimination. 

VI. Conclusion 

The Internet is a fast growing market for information. Firms that want to make profits in 

this market have to overcome a variety of problems. These problems include the reduction of 

quality uncertainty, the restriction of information resale and redistribution. Signaling, reputa-

tion, and the sale of byproducts help to reduce quality uncertainty. Copyrights, incorporation, 

and specificity restrict unauthorized information resale and redistribution. Moreover, firms 

have to find profit-maximizing price-quality combinations. In many cases, information provid-

ers can increase their profits via price-quality discrimination. By offering alternative price-

quality combinations, information producers can extract larger amounts of consumer surplus 

as consumers self-select into the appropriate category. 

Information is an economic good with unique economic characteristics. As a result, 

market structure and firm behavior cannot be assessed in traditional terms. Unlike traditional 

markets, information markets are natural monopolies. Zero marginal costs result in an optimal 

firm size of one. Consumers may benefit from price-quality discrimination if price-quality 

discrimination induces producers to serve markets that would not be served under nondis-

criminatory price-quality strategies. 
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